
 
COSTUME  
	  
If the doll is in the birdcage, 
Then she laughs like wildfire. 
 
He looks at the doll.  The television flickers and his toolbox opens wide.  His doll is new  
and waiting for unwrapping.  She is shiny and glinting and comes just like she should.   
Pristine limbs.  Molded toes.  She shifts on the mattress, stretching away.  
 
If she’s puking on the stage, 
Then her anxiety is inscribed in the directions. 
 
The television buzzes and he watches her face.  She knows what he’s holding but she won’t speak, she 
won’t lift her jointed arm. He watches her lay there. 
 
Because of the fundamental desire to communicate intimately and accurately, 
The estranged couple is still trying to “work it out.” 
 
If auras and vibes can be statistically calibrated 
If the story is mouthed and lipped until it’s rubbed dry and dull 
If the report is accurate 
If the television is at least three decades old 
If the will to power pervades all interactions 
If the substitution will do just as well 
If her brain is a memory bank 
If his flowers are faithful 
If thick glass still slits 
If everything is archived 
If the noise overload blocks any attempt at communication 
If the doll is in the birdcage 
If she’s puking on the stage –  
 
And the way she opened herself.  The way she didn’t even.  How she let him.  What he did. 
 
Because of the minefield 
Because of the sewer draining 
Because the doll is missing an eyelid 
Because of that glance 
Because of the odor of the body 
Because of his impulse to apologize 
Because of the dirty floorboards 
Because of the cracking wallpaper 
Because he neglects his animals 
Because of the reptilian brain 
Because of her death drive 
Because the mattress is sagging on the bed frame 
Because the canopy is ripped open 
Because she didn’t want it 
Because of the inappropriate nature of the interaction 
Because nothing more can be done 
Because of the fundamental desire to communicate intimately and accurately –  
 
Now that she is finally unwrapped he looks away.  He doesn’t like to see her like this.  
 
Then the staging breaks the stage 
Then the narrative imposes its particular strictures 
Then her anxiety is inscribed in the directions 
Then the figure of the mother has her own prerogatives 
Then the performative speech exceeds the description 
Then the plastic objects are junked and pleading 
Then the plastic objects pile in the junkyard 
Then the rotting tire is a garden 
Then the oil slick invites an aesthetic representation 
Then the photographer offers his services 
Then the anthropologist offers his services 
Then the woman offers her services 
Then his toolbox splits 
Then insects devour the blurring edges of the mirror 
Then the final scene leers on the horizon 
Then her red stilettos are cracking 
Then she laughs like wildfire. 


